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Darryl Mitchener, viceprincipal and part-time
tech coach at Range Lake
North school, demonstrates a robot he is using
to teach students Quinn
Levesque and Adam
Slade about programming
at a Yellowknife Education District No. 1 school
earlier this year.
NNSL file photo

Technology embraced in the classroom
St. Joe's to start second year of nearly paperless classes
by Shane Magee
Northern News Services

Shane Magee/NNSL photo illustration

Students at St. Joseph School are being encouraged to bring
personal gadgets to the classroom to use for notes, to take
quizzes and other uses.

Gone are the days of stacks of
handwritten notes and quizzes at St.
Joseph School.
Last year the school, part of the
Yellowknife Catholic Schools district, adopted a bring-your-own-technology to the classroom approach.
Gone are the days of banning cell
phones, laptops and tablet computers. Students are now encouraged to
bring those devices to be used for
classroom activities, such as taking
notes or quizzes. Should a student not
have one of those items, the school
can lend one to them.
"As opposed to fighting it, we're
looking at how we can use technology," said assistant principal Todd
Stewart about bringing these items
to class.
The move is part of the trend to
adapt to and adopt technology to help
advance learning in the classroom,
said Stewart.
The adoption of the initiative took

about three years of work.
The school uses Google's suite
of applications available online anywhere with an Internet connection.
That allows students to access
notes and anything else from both
home and class.
There were multiple meetings
with parents to ease concerns and
explain the idea, said Stewart. He
pointed out that there's a website filter to keep students off sites deemed
inappropriate.
As for whether the devices have
been a distraction for students, Stewart compared it to a student doodling
in class. The teacher wouldn't have
taken away the pencil but would have
tried to work with them to know
when they need to pay attention and
do work.
He said the same concept applies
to tablets and cellphones.
"We have to work with our students to be good digital citizens,"
Stewart said.
One of the biggest challenges, he

said, was the school's wireless network infrastructure. Having several
hundred devices connected at once to
the network caused strain. Capacity
has been added and Stewart said
things have now been working well.
"In my opinion it went excellent. It
went better than I dreamed," he said.
Another example of technological
tools in the classroom was seen in
Yellowknife Education District No. 1.
Range Lake North School viceprincipal and part-time tech coach
Darryl Mitchener used LEGO robots
to teach computer coding to students
at the school.
It gets students working with the
technology and challenges their math
and science skills, he said.
At the time, Yk1 school board
chairperson John Stephenson
observed how the robots would captivate children.
"I think today's kids are learning stuff at a younger and younger age. Technology for them is
routine," he said.
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Educators worried about funding cuts;
ECE mum on review of special education
Some students have had to
by Meagan Leonard
Northern News Services transfer to a school better able
Described as a "magnet to support their needs as a last
community," Yellowknife resort, she said.
"We like kids to go to
typically has a higher concentration of those with spe- school where their siblings are
cial needs or disabilities than or in their neighbourhood, but
southern communities equal on occasion when we were
in size as residents from across purchasing special equipment
the territory relocate to bet- (at another school), we did recter access services. For educa- ommend the parent consider
tors working in the city's two the other school," she said.
Yellowknife
Catholic
school districts, the pressure
continues to be felt as funding Schools student services cois stretched further to accom- ordinator Merril Dean reiterated the sentiment of her Yk1
modate these families' needs.
colleague. She
In a survey
said she is aware
conducted by
of students in
the NWT Disthe past who
abilities Counhave chosen to
cil this spring,
relocate to other
70 per cent of
schools or even
respondents said
to other cities.
they were not
"I've known
able to access
families who
accommodahave made a
tions while they
decision to move
were in school –
south because
a further 17 per
Anita Griffore
of
services,"
cent said they
she said. "They
required assistance services that were not think they'll get different services, but I work closely with
made available to them.
The only fully-accessible Yk1 and I don't think there's a
school in Yellowknife Edu- difference."
Neither of the boards owns
cation District No. 1 (Yk1)
is N.J. Macpherson School, an accessible school bus but
which accommodates students each makes use of Yellowfrom preschool to Grade 5, knife Accessible Transportaaccording to Anita Griffore, tion vehicles for field trips and
supervisor of instruction with for transporting some students
to and from school.
the district.
Griffore said Yk1 has an
The school has an accessible playground and wash- arrangement with one of the
city cab companies to prorooms.
However, because many of vide drivers who take students
the other buildings are old and with special needs to and
were built prior to the National from school. She said all of
Building Code – which would these employees are required
have seen them built in a way to undergo criminal record
that was easier to modify for checks.
"We've been doing it for 25
accessibility – it is often costly
to renovate, according to Grif- years and in that time we've
had less than a handful of
fore.
Sir John Franklin High issues come up," she said.
School is an example of an "The cabs are prearranged to
older facility that does not show up at a certain time or
come when you call."
meet all students' needs.
She said the board likely
"The high school is a bit
of a challenge," she added, will not consider purchasing a
referring to Sir John. "It's an bus in the future because the
unusual building and it's a coverage area is too large.
"A bus wouldn't really work
very old building and I think
for us because you have to get
there are limitations."

"I'm
concerned the
formula is not
rich enough
to support our
population."

kids to six different schools at
the same time," she said. "The
economics aren't there."
When it comes to services
in the classroom, both district
representatives agree accommodations must be based on
individualized plans, with
additional supports applied
accordingly. In this respect,
most students are able to
access the tools and supports
they need.
However, there continues
to be a shortage of educational
assistance available for oneon-one work. Opinions about
having teaching assistants in
the classroom have varied over
the years and the trend lately
has shifted toward more specialized resource teachers in
lieu of in-class assistants, said
Griffore.
In her opinion, having more
staff is preferable, she added.
"(Educational assistants)
can become a crutch, but on
the other side of it, a teacher
with 25 kids in the class has
to manage the program for all
the kids," she said. "If a child
needs a great deal of assistance or individual attention,
the teacher needs help in the
classroom."
There is speculation that
funding from the Department
of Education, Culture and
Employment (ECE) for support services could be reduced
in the coming school year,
which is concerning, Griffore
said.
"(Yellowknife) has a higher
number of kids with exceptional needs," she said. "I'm
concerned the formula is not
rich enough to support our
population."
Dean said she has also
heard funding could be
reduced.
"The way I understand it,
at this point in time, there may
be changes for the 2016/17
school year," she said. "(ECE)
is doing a review of special
education."
The YCS and Yk1 representatives both said they were
unaware of any major renovation projects slated for the
upcoming school year.

NNSL file photo

Riley Olford, 4, pauses in front of the N.J. Macpherson School playground. N.J.
Macpherson is the only fully accessible school in the Yellowknife Education
District No. 1 school district.
J.H. Sissons School is next
in line for funding.
"When a need arises and
it's something immediate,

the school board will make
accommodations," she said.
ECE could not confirm
or deny a review was being

completed by press time,
nor comment on how funding will be distributed in the
coming school year.
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Woman collects back-to-school
gear for students in need
Jessica Arnold organizes her last supply drive in Yellowknife
by John McFadden
Northern News Services

A Yellowknife woman has gone
above and beyond the call of duty
to ensure all students have a level
playing field when it comes to
school supplies in September.
Jessica Arnold is the organizer
of the 4th annual YWCA school
supply drive. Her goal is to make
sure all children have backpacks
filled with school supplies to get
them off on the right foot at the
beginning of the school year.
When Arnold moved North a
few years ago, she was surprised to
learn there was no program helping
underprivileged students with their
school supplies.
"I started back in summer
of 2012 after having lived here
for only about two months, with
the people I knew at that point,
collecting supplies. It was small
but I was impressed with what I
started. I gave the supplies to the
Salvation Army. As my first full
year went through I learned about
what opportunities there were
out there for people who need it and
I heard about the YWCA," she said.
"Since then, I've built the drive
up bigger and bigger and I've given
the supplies to the YWCA and they
disperse them to the families that

need them," she said.
The YWCA provides a list to
Arnold with no names but age,
gender and what school they attend.
"I fill backpacks with appropriate supplies and stick the list
in there so they know who it corresponds to and then they give the
supplies to the children before they
go to school," Arnold said.
The first year she helped about
a half dozen children and that grew
to about two dozen in the second
year, she said. Last year she said she
helped about 35 students and this
year her goal is 50.
The backpacks are stuffed with
supplies that correspond with the
grade the child is in, Arnold said.
"Crayons, markers, notebooks,
Kleenex and lunch bags go into
the lower grade backpacks," she
said. "Most of the schools ask for
a second pair of shoes, which is
understandable because in Yellowknife you need an extra pair of
shoes in the winter time. But,
unfortunately I've never had shoes
donated."
Supplies for the higher grades
are also in short supply, such as
backpacks and scientific calculators. Anything extra she gets after
the backpacks are filled she puts
into recycling bags and lets the

YWCA distribute them to families
who need them.
To respect students' privacy,
Arnold has never been there when
the gear is handed out. But she has
been told children can't wait to get
them and they are all smiles once
they do.
Arnold has received donations
from a number of different sources.
"Some people believe it's not a
needed thing here but I have talked
to teachers and other school staff
and they all say it is needed because
of the high cost of living," she said.
Arnold knows well what it is
like to arrive on the first day of
school and not have the things that
many other students do, she said.
"I was the child of a single parent
and I didn't have the cool backpack.
I didn't have the cool lunch bag. I
was a person that people brought
lunch to because we couldn't afford
to have a lunch. I'm hoping for the
children that it makes them happy
to start the school off on equal footing with the other students. It levels
the playing field," she said.
Arnold said she hopes someone will step up next year to run
the program. As a military wife
she said she will be leaving in the
spring with her husband to head to
his next posting.

John McFadden/NNSL photo

Jessica Arnold stuffs a backpack with school supplies on Aug. 10
at the North of 60 Military Family Resource Centre in Yellowknife.
This was the fourth annual school supply drive she has organized.
This year she hopes to help as many as 50 students in need.
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Staff, students and parents from Ecole Allain St-Cyr have to wait until September to find out if the Supreme Court of Canada will hear their case – which was
overturned by a territorial supreme court judge in January.

Countdown to a decision
Supreme Court of Canada will decide if French school district's case will be heard this fall
by Evan Kiyoshi French Louise Charbonneau miscalNorthern News Services
culated the number of eligible
Members of the French students in the 2012 decision.
Now, the board must wait
school board must wait out the
summer before they know if until the next session of the
the Supreme Court of Canada Supreme Court of Canada,
will hear their case, accord- which will begin in August,
ing to president Suzette Mon- before its finds out if its case
will be heard
treuil.
in Ottawa. She
The Comsaid a case
mission scolaire
recently comfrancophone
pleted in British
NWT
hopes
Columbia reiterto win back
ated the concept
some of what
of how to calit lost when its
culate students,
2012 court vicas laid out by
tory – ordering
Charbonneau in
expansion of
2012.
Allain St-Cyr in
"It was a rulYellowknife and
ing there," she
Ecole Boreal in
said. "How the
Hay River – was
John Stephenson
Supreme Court
overturned in
will apply it to
January by the
future cases we don't know
territorial court of appeal.
Although expanding the yet. Ours is probably the next
gym and special needs class- one."
Montreuil said she's conrooms at Allain St-Cyr is a
court victory still standing, fident the case will be heard.
It isn't clear how the court
Montreuil said the territorial
court ruled that Judge Justice will consider the recom-

"We're
committed to
continue to
support Ecole
Allain St-Cyr
with shared
space."

mendations for more special
needs and playground space,
she added.
"The school currently
shares these facilities with
William McDonald Middle School," she said, adding that timing the space

sharing is difficult.
Allain St-Cyr students
also use the Multiplex for
physical education classes.
If the Supreme Court of
Canada doesn't hear the case,
the district will have exhausted all its avenues of appeal

and will have to renegotiate
its agreement with Yellowknife Education District No.
1 (Yk1) to continue sharing
space at William McDonald
School.
John Stephenson, Yk1
chairperson, said the public

district will continue to work
with the French district.
"We're committed to
continue to support Ecole
Allain St-Cyr with shared
space," he said. "We're
working on a plan for this
coming school year."
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No junior kindergarten answers yet
Promised eight-month review of program expected to finish next month
by Shane Magee
Northern News Services

Nearly 10 months into
what was said to be an eightmonth review, the GNWT is
no closer to junior kindergarten answers as students
prepare to return to classrooms.
The GNWT halted expansion of the program offering
free schooling for four-yearold children due to mounting pressure from city MLAs
over the financing of the plan.
Premier Bob McLeod said
the review would last eight
months.
The Department of Education, Culture and Employment still doesn't have a copy
of the report in hand.
The department's website
states the review would be
"completed in July 2015" for
a decision to be made on the
program after the territorial
election.
Department spokesperson
Jacqueline McKinnon told
Yellowknifer consulting firm
Proactive Information Services Inc., which was hired
by the government to carry
out the review, is scheduled
to provide its report by midSeptember.
"I'm not surprised that
it's later," Frame Lake MLA
Wendy Bisaro said.
"It's really an ambitious

Shane Magee/NNSL photo

Elizabeth Stewart, 4, poses for a photo in the Forrest Drive Park on Aug. 10.
Stewart will be heading to Range Lake North School this year.
schedule."
The final session of
the legislative assembly is

expected to start Sept. 29.
Any decision following the
review is not expected to be

made until after the Nov. 23
territorial election.
The company is expected

to answer several questions:
Is the roll-out of (junior
kindergarten) in the 23 communities working as intended?
How does the implementation of (junior kindergarten) in the 23 communities
compare to the implementation of (junior kindergarten)
in other jurisdictions?
Should the GNWT
incorporate (junior kindergarten) into the K-12 school
system beyond the pilot
implementation of the 23
communities?
Dependent on the results
above, how should (junior
kindergarten) be funded, if
applicable?
Despite the review, the
government kept one of the
most controversial aspects of
the program in place – taking $1.4 million from Yellowknife Education District No.
1 and Yellowknife Catholic
Schools this fiscal year and
next year to cover the cost of
the program.
The terms of reference for
the review state $100,000 to
$150,000 was set aside to pay
for the contractor's work.
Yellowknife
Centre
MLA Robert Hawkins
expressed disappointment
that it appears the decision will be pushed until
after the election.

His fear is that in the
midst of a new government
it will get pushed ahead
without much input from
MLAs and with the same
funding model.
He said he believes most
people aren't aware of the
impact the funding model is
having on city school districts.
"I think it's largely
going under the radar – the
impacts," he said.
Robyn Stewart, with the
Yellowknife Playschool, said
she doesn't know a whole lot
about the review.
"I guess we've been told
it's been put on hold for the
time being," she said.
"As a mother of two
young children I was pretty
disappointed to hear that
because the cost of childcare
in the Northwest Territories
is pretty crippling. With two
kids in daycare I was paying
over $2,000 a month which
is pretty substantial for my
family."
She said investing more in
early education is something
the GNWT should take very
seriously.
"Otherwise they'd be sitting at home watching television," she said, as children
from the playschool ran about
on playground equipment in
Forrest Drive Park.
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Funding from education department
came after budget approval
by Evan Kiyoshi French
Northern News Services

Members of the Catholic
school board are looking for
ways to trim down the operation as they face a projected
reserve of only $13,000 by the
end of the next school year,
according to assistant superintendent Janet Toner.
Toner said trustees for
Yellowknife Catholic Schools
(YCS) decided they didn't
want to cut corners on their
programming and didn't want
to lose staff when considering their budget this year
and so opted to draw down
their reserves instead of making cuts.
"The trustees wanted to
maintain the same programs
… and wanted to avoid having
any layoffs," she said. "What
we had to do in order to do
that was to draw down on our
surplus."
The board also had to
make commitments to some
capital projects in its budget
this year, including a new roof
for the district office and new
lighting for Weledeh Catholic
School and St. Patrick High
School.
"We're putting in new LED
(Light Emitting Diode) lighting which is going to improve
our energy costs," she said.
"(We'll) probably payoff the
capital in about two or three
years in terms of what we'll
save on electricity."
Toner said the district has
also paid to integrate its phone
systems, so in the event of a

lockdown they'll be able to
quickly connect with their
campuses.
Once the district's budget
was approved by the Department of Education, Culture
and Employment, the department unloaded some extra
funding for YCS, said Toner.
"So we're anticipating it's
not going to be that bad," she
said.
YCS's revenues for the
2015-16 school year are just
under $25 million and its
expenditures are just under
$25.5 million.
The district is funded based
on its enrolment, and YCS has
been on a growth trend for the
past few years, said Toner. The
city and the territory appear to
be in a population decline, she
said, and if that turns out to be
true, and enrolment numbers
for YCS begin to drop, the
district will have to consider
more desperate measures.
"If we have less students
then we have to look at layoffs," she said. "That's the
worst-case scenario. But we
hope our enrolment will continue to grow even though
the population is supposedly
declining."
She said the district is
concerned with figuring out
exactly how much programming it needs to deliver to
satisfy student needs.
"What's the minimum
amount of programming that
we can provide that we'll be
satisfied with?" she said.
The public school district

isn't nearly as strapped. John
Stephenson, chairperson for
the Yk1 board, said the board
will have around $1.5 million
– around five per cent of the
school board's annual budget
– in reserve by the end of
next year.
"Yk1 has continued to
maintain a positive reserve, or
operating surplus, to give us
that kind of flexibility every
year to deal with unexpected
issues that always come up.
We aim for that five-per-cent
figure for our operating surplus," he said. "We are implementing some initiatives to
meet what parents have told us
about healthy schools, physical activity. In particular, we
heard from quite a few parents on the (need for more)
fine arts. So we're looking at
introducing those kinds of
programs but in terms of what
those actual initiatives look
like on the ground I can't say
right at the moment."
Yk1's revenue for 2015-16 is
projected at a little more than
$32 million and its expenditures are $32.8 million.

Evan Kiyoshi French/NNSL photo

Janet Toner, assistant superintendent for Yellowknife Catholic Schools, pours
over the numbers. The district will have drawn down its reserves to around
$13,000 by the end of the next school year.
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Students to get election primer
Department of Education Culture and Employment to use fall elections
to help students understand democratic process
by John McFadden
Northern News Services

With three elections coming very shortly after students
return to school, officials with
the Department of Education,
Culture and Employment see
the educational potential of
using the votes as a teaching
tool.
Canadians are scheduled
to elect a new federal govern-

ment on Oct. 19 and on the
same day voters in Yellowknife will go to the polls to
elect their municipal representatives and school board
trustees.
On Nov. 23, voters head
back to the polls for the territorial government election.
Elections Canada recently
sent the department educational resources designed for

teachers to use as Canadians
get set to go to the polls. The
department is preparing to
send a letter to principals at
the end of the month asking
them to ensure their social
studies teachers are aware of
the package, titled Democracy Week, which is scheduled to be presented to classes
from Sept 14 to 21.
Elections Canada is focus-

ing on youth just under the
voting age with opportunities to participate in handson activities in an effort to
encourage awareness and
understanding of Canada's
democratic system and the
role youth have to play in it.
These themes will be covered
in Grade 9 and 11 social studies curricula.
"We live in a society

where citizens have a voice
in the decisions that are made
on a wide range of issues.
This includes participation
in government at all levels
including in their schools,"
said John Stewart, director of
early childhood and school
services with the department.
"Being part of student councils is an example of learning
the rights and responsibilities
of being a citizen."
It is never too early to
start teaching students about
the democratic process, said
Mindy Willett, Northern and
social studies co-ordinator
with the department.
"From the earliest grades
students are taught about
community, town, city and
band councils. In grades five
and six they learn aspects of
federal politics. Engagement
in decision-making and advocacy is taught in all grades but
is focused on specifically in
Grade 10 Northern studies,"
she said.
"International political
systems are covered in grades
10 through 12. Nationalism is
taught in Grade 11. Students
are engaged in thinking critically about these issues in
different ways. It is left up
to the teacher to decide how
they are going to make the
curriculum come alive."
The department does not
go so far as to tell school
boards to set up "mock elections" as a teaching tool, she
said, but added that would
probably be a worthwhile
exercise.
"All of these kinds of
school-based activities are
decided upon at the local
level, not by the department.
Active student participation,
rather than memorizing content like the 27 steps to pass
a federal bill, can be really
powerful ways to engage students in their learning," she
said. "Many teachers do hold
mock elections and ECE helps
them learn more about this
by encouraging professional
development participation
through the Teachers Insti-

STEPHEN HARPER: Prime
minister is vying to reclaim
his job in next election.
His party currently has a
majority government.

JUSTIN TRUDEAU: Liberal
leader's party currently
has 36 seats out of 308 in
the house.

TOM MULCAIR: NDP leader's party currently has
95 seats in the house of
commons.
tute of Parliamentary Democracy and by providing their
resources as a good source of
materials that some teachers
use. This fall especially, these
would be exciting things for
teachers to do."
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New programs, technology
at Aurora College this fall
Three campuses working together to
increase remote opportunities
"In British Columbia, it's
a requirement if you're workWith the few remain- ing in a remote or rural seting days of summer steadily ting and you have to have
declining, educators are busy extra advanced education,"
preparing for the fall semester. she explained. Nurses workThings were still relatively ing in the communities operate
quiet at Aurora College in the in what Bowen describes as
first week of August, but with an "expanded role," running
many of the institution's pro- specialized clinics for women
grams already at full capacity, and men, providing prenatal
it is not likely to stay that way. and postpartum services, along
Health and Human Servi- with hearing and vision assessments on chilces programs
dren. In a crisis
continue to be
situation they
popular
this
are required to
year, with enrolstabilize patients
ment in social
and
prepare
work and perthem for medsonal support
evac transport,
worker courses
which requires
steadily increasa knowledge of
ing. In 2015/2016
hands-on health
the focus is on
Denise Bowen
assessments.
nursing, said
"If someone
department chair
had an appendiDenise Bowen.
citis, they are the
New
this
year, the college in conjunction ones who would arrange for
with the Department of Health a medevac," she said. "That's
and Social Services will be all covered in the program.
offering a one-year remote It's all about lifespan health
nursing certificate program. It assessments, how to manage in
will replace the former intro- an emergency and things like
duction to advanced practice suturing and X-rays."
In the past, many nurses
course and is designed for
registered nurses planning to were working alone in the
relocate to rural communities communities and now they are
required to have at least two
in the territory.
"It's recognizing that for per health station, she said,
nurses in the communities, it's adding that she hopes the proan advanced role, so extra edu- gram will help to fill some of
cation is always a good thing," the current vacancies in rural
areas.
said Bowen.
"One of the things people
Currently, nurses working in hamlet health centres who went through the program
are not required to take the said was they felt more comcourse, but Bowen said the fortable in their role because
extra training makes a huge they had more knowledge and
difference when dealing with comfort," she said, referring
emergency situations. In the to survey results from former
south, remote areas typically students.
The program is part of the
require extra education from
Department of Health and
nurses, she added.
by Meagan Leonard

Northern News Services

"Extra
education
is always
a good thing."

Social Services human resources strategic plan. The initiative
is working to recruit and retain
more Northern health-care
professionals to meet shortages
and growing demands. New
programming is intended to
encourage students to pursue
careers in health care, support
services and government.
Current employees of the
GNWT can receive partial
compensation to cover program costs.
The college's business
administration program is
also receiving a facelift this
fall with the incorporation
of "V-Connect" technology,
which will make some classes
available through video conferencing. The course is to be
offered during the day for the
first time.
"We will be able to video
conference between our campuses in Inuvik, Yellowknife
and Fort Smith," Bowen said,
adding she hopes the service
will be expanded to include
other courses as well.
"Perhaps we may not be
able to offer a program in Fort
Smith because we don't have
a teacher or enough students,
but if we (use V-Connect) it
gives us more flexibility – we
can offer more things to more
people."
The
fall
semester
begins Aug. 31.

Meagan Leonard/NNSL photo

Denise Bowen, Aurora College School of Health and Human Services
chairperson, gets ready for the fall semester in her office at the Yellowknife
campus on Aug. 6.
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